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You must answer Question 1, Question 2 and one other question.
1

Comment on the main teachings contained in two of the following passages from the Qur’an. [8]
(a)
But when he came to it, he was called
from the right bank of the valley,
from a tree in hallowed ground:
“ Moses! I am indeed God, the Lord of the worlds.”

Ó œu≤Ô U≥ÓU¢ÓÓ√ P‡L]KÓ≠Ó
Í
sLÓ¥Ú_« œ«uÓ∞Ú« ¡v©U‡®Ó s±
…dÓÓπ‡A
] ∞Ú« sÓ± WØÓ¸ÓU∂LÔÓ∞Ú« WFÓÚI‡∂Ô∞Ú« w≠
ÓsOLÓ∞U‡FÓ∞Ú« »
^ ¸Ó Ôt‡KÒ∞« U≤Ó√Ó w≤Ò≈ vßÓuÔ± U¥Ó Ê√

“Now throw down your rod!”
But when he saw it moving, as if it were a snake,
he turned back in retreat, and did not retrace his steps.
“Moses! Draw near, and do not fear: for you are one of those
who are secure.”

Ó UB
„
Ó ´Ó o∞√ ÊÚ√ËÓ
ÊÏP§Ó UNÓ≤]ÓQ‡ÓØ e^∑ÓNÚ¢Ó U≥Ó«¡Ó¸Ó UL]K]≠Ó
Ú IΩFÓÔ¥ rÚ∞ÓË «Îd‡°bÚ±Ô v∞]ËÓ
V
Ú ª
n
Ó ¢Ó ôÓË qÚ∂ÆÚ√Ó vßÓu±ÔU¥Ó
ÓsOM‡±_Ó« sÓ± p
Ó ≤]≈
(Sura 28.30-31)

(b)
We have revealed it on the Night of Power.
And what will explain to you what is the Night of Power?
The Night of Power is better than a thousand months.
The angels and the Spirit come down in it,
by the permission of their Lord, on every errand.
Peace it is until the rise of Dawn.

¸bÚIÓ∞Ú« WKÓO∞Ó w≠ ÁÔUMÓ∞ÚÓe≤√ P‡‡≤]≈
¸bÚIÓ∞Ú« WÔKÓOÚÓ∞ U±Ó „
Ó «¸ÓÚœ√ P‡±ÓËÓ
dÌNÚ‡Ó® n
 ∞Ó√ sÚ± dÏOÚîÓ ¸bÚIÓ∞Ú« WÔKÓOÚ∞Ó
ÓUNO≠ ÕÔËd^∞«ÓË ÔW‡J
Ó zöLÓ∞Ú« ‰Ôe]MÓ¢Ó
dÌ±Ú√ qΩØÔ s± rÚN°ΩÓ¸ Ê–ÚS°
dπ
Ú HÓ∞Ú« lKÓDÚÓ± v∑]•Ó w
Ó ≥ ÂÏÓö‡ßÓ
(Sura 97)
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(c)
The calamity,
What is the calamity?
And what will explain to you what is the calamity?
It is the day when people will be like scattered moths,
And the mountains will be like carded wool.
Then he whose balance will be heavy
Will be in a life of pleasure.
But he whose balance will be light
Will have his home in a bottomless pit.
And what will explain to you what this is?
A fire blazing fiercely.

ÔW‡´Ó¸U‡IÓ∞Ú«
ÔW‡´Ó¸UIÓ∞Ú« U±Ó
WÔ´Ó¸UIÓ∞Ú« UÓ± „
Ó «¸ÓœÚÓ√ P±ËÓ
Ô UM]∞« ÊÔuÔJ‡¥Ó ÂÓuÚ¥Ó
”
 u∏Ô∂LÓ∞Ú« ‘
À
 «dÓHÓ∞ÚUØÓ
‰ÔU∂Óπ
 ∞Ú« ÊÔuÔJ‡¢ÓËÓ
 uHÔML∞Ú« sNÚF∞ÚUØÓ
‘
tÔMÔ¥“«uÓÓ± X
Ú KÓIÔÓ£ sÓ± U±]Q≠Ó
WÌOÓ{
 «]¸ WÌÓAO´ w≠ uÓNÔ≠Ó
tÔMÔ¥“«uÓÓ± X
Ú H]Óî sÚÓ± U±]√ËÓ
WÏ¥ÓËU‡‡Ó≥ tÔ±^QÔ Ó‡≠
tÚOÓ≥U±Ó „
Ó «¸Úœ√ P‡±ÓËÓ
WÏOÓ±U•Ó ¸ÏU≤Ó
(Sura 101)

2

(a) Write an account of the major difficulties encountered by the Prophet and his followers in
the years when they lived in Mecca.
[12]
(b) Explain how their reaction to these difficulties sets an example for Muslims today.

3

(a) What are the main features of the Muslim belief in the line of prophetic messengers (rusul)
who were sent before the time of Muhammad?
[10]
(b) What does a Muslim believe by the words ‘And Muhammad is the messenger of God’?

4

[4]

[6]

Answer (a) and (b), and either (c) or (d).
(a) What methods were used by the major collectors to ensure the Hadith they accepted were
genuine?
[8]
(b) How are the Qur’an and Hadith used in working out the Islamic law?

[4]

Either
(c) In what circumstances do Sunni Muslims allow the use of qiyas (analogy)?

[4]

Or
(d) Why do Shi‘i Muslims attach importance to the use of ‘aql (reason) in establishing the Islamic
law?
[4]
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